
   

IIncreasing Success in 
Life for All 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR LEARNING 

Intellectual Development 

School:  
 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR LEARNING 
STRATEGIC GOAL #1 

Goal:  

Rationale:   

Planned Actions:  
 
 

Indicators of Success: 
 
 

School Community Engagement Process:  
 
 

 
 

 Literacy-Reading /Numeracy - cross-curricular

Hillcrest has done a year of revisioning in order to focus on identity, culture
and a sense of place. Literacy offers wide options and an opportunity for all
learners to have equity.Post Covid, our FSA results also indicate a worthy goal.

1) School-wide themed read using Indigenous authors, picture books and novels
with the focus on Sense of Place/Belonging.2) Teams chose one novel and one
picture book. Books provide a concrete guide to engage intentionally and
increase connectedness with students, staff and the greater community.
2)Noticing water Interdisciplinary Unit (Math/Literacy/Indigenous ways of
knowing/learning)

Presentations at two Professional days. Marna McMillan led the learning for
literacy and connecting Proficiency scales to learning. At both Pro D's there
were clear connections and growing understanding and commonalities among staff.
Marna has also worked intensively with a smaller group of educators to scaffold
understanding and distributive knowledge. This creates a positive growth mindset
and aligns with our two other APL goals. Our FSA results indicate we should
consider expanding our intellectual goal to incorporate numeracy elements and
connect them with our literacyg/numeracy goal.

1)Professional Days with Literacy theme
2) Presentations to the PAC for their
input.
3)School-wide themed read and share out
through School wide literacy video
presentation
4)Tier review of classes using triangles
for understanding needs and street data
5) Noticing Water
6)3-Way conferencing: Sept. 27th: Purpose
to engage in sharing stories with
student/parents/teachers
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IIncreasing Success in 
Life for All 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR 
LEARNING 

Human and Social Development 

School: 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR LEARNING 
STRATEGIC GOAL #2 

Area of focus:  

Planned Actions:  
 
 

Indicators of Success: 
 
 

School Community Engagement Process: 
 
 

A sense of place and a sense of belonging

We did a re-visioning process with Kat Thorsen over the past school year and we 
are now in the implementation phase. In consultation with staff, students and 
PAC, we created our common thread and language using "Our Stories Matter." This 
is our foundation for our three APL goals. It will be our guiding premise over 
the plan for the next three years. In year one, we will connect it to the core 
competency Positive Personal and Cultural Identity. We are implementing Social 
thinking groups, RTI triangles, the RULER approach and class reviews. We are 
creating common language using Restorative practices and RULER.

Circle work and restorative practices; Less conflict and less suspensions. When 
issues arise, they are resolved through circle and rp. Students are better able 
to identify a trusted adult and use the common language to resolve conflicts. 
Use the indicators from the MDI, SLS for feedback. We also use the Hillcrest 
Happenings, PAC meetings and newsletters to receive feedback.  We are going to 
implement RTI survey in October and then a follow up in May. 

Kat worked with PAC on visioning process. 
We worked closely with the HLC. Created 
two opportunities for parents 3-way 
conferencing with teachers. At SBT 
parents involved and presented feedback. 
Parents are part of RP,conferencing and 
feedback. We use Backpack buddies for 
some families, creating a positive 
connection with community. Many staff 
have had individual walks/meetings/calls 
with kids/families to offer indiv. support
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IIncreasing Success in 
Life for All 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR 
LEARNING 

Indigenous Learners and Indigenous Ways of 
Learning 

School: 

DIRECTIONS 2025: ACTION PLAN FOR LEARNING 
STRATEGIC GOALS #1 & 2 

Planned Actions: 
 
 

Indicators of Success: 
 
 

School Community Engagement Process: 
 
 

Area of focus:  
Connect indigenous ways of learning to our revisioned core belief "Our Stories 
Matter".Intentional with using Indigenous learning and elders to increase our 
understanding of ourselves, our connections to each other and the land(Mundy 
Park)

Continue to have elders teaching us: examples - circles, drum-making and 
exercises. Circle work that scaffolds knowledge among staff & increases 
understanding and connection. Revisioning process that has Indigenous ways as an 
integral part of our identity and focus. Tier review of classes in spring and 
fall. Using Mundy Park as a focus for opportunities to connect to sense of place 
& intentionally connect to indigenous lands. Future ceremony to 're-awaken' our 
house post so that our community understands its history and meaning. 

Increasing frequency of a variety of circles across school. Students more 
connected to circle. Outdoor cedar circle used purposefully. We have a drum 
keeper and set of drums at the school. Using books with indigenous focus for 
literacy goal.Students writing Land Acknowledgements. Intentional activities are 
meaningful leading up to Orange shirt and Reconciliation Day. Outdoor Ed & Mundy 

k

PAC meetings and newletters to invite 
their involvement. Cedar Circle is 
resource community groups also use. Staff 
and students have had a strong voice with 
this process. Revisioned core belief has 
been a consultative process where all 
community members were consulted. 
Indigenous youth worker has made 
connections to individual students to 
increase connections to Hillcrest, the 
land and their heritage. There will be 
ongoing consultation with staff, students 
and parents to continue to build 
opportunites and increase targetted 
resources.
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Hillcrest Middle School 

Hillcrest Middle school has a stable, but evolving population of diverse
learners. With our revisioning, we are working on creating equity for all
learners and creating a learning environment that engages all learners and
offers a variety of entry points. With our population diversifying (*include
specifics numbers/orientation/identification here) we are evolving in our
delivery and practice. We are moving our reporting to a proficiency scale and
working on how to explicitly teach this so that students understand and are able
to self-evaluate and understand that the learning process is a circle, rather
than a linear line. Staff are integral in this process and there is a group who
are leading the learning in this area. In the past year we have dedicated our
re-visioning to focus on the belief that "Our Stories Matter" and are
intentionally anchoring all goals and plans to this central belief. Some of our
goals are to continue to lean into the Indigenous ways of learning and knowing
so that they are woven naturally through our culture at the school. Establishing
knowledge keepers at the school level, allows learning to be scaffolded and
authentic. Post Covid, some of our challenges are how to reduce absences and
increase connection with all of our families to our school. We also intend to
focus upon increasing the involvement of our families, particularly those who
are new to our community and may not traditionally reach out to schools.
Finally, by weaving numeracy, literacy and Indigenous ways of knowing, we
establish a cross-curricular platform that allows all learners to experience
equity.


